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What’s this talk about?

➔ Features implemented during the Sovereign Tech Fund’s (STF)
Contribute Back Challenge 2023.

➔ STF supports the development, implementation and maintenance of open 
digital infrastructure 

➔ Nix was one of the nine selected projects in 2023



Increasing security within the Nix ecosystem

Our goal was to address three aspects with the Nix ecosystem, namely:

● Ensuring a proper boot security chain for NixOS.

● Tracking security issues in Nixpkgs.

● Bootstrapping Nixpkgs from very small auditable binaries.



Boot Security in 
NixOS



The Secure Boot Story in NixOS
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UEFI Secure Boot by default for NixOS

Construct a NixOS shim which embeds a self-signed certificate

Create an ISO from that NixOS shim that was 
approved by the shim-review committee

On the supply chain 
side of things…



BootSpec V1



BootSpec V2



Automatic Boot Assessment in NixOS



Automatic Boot Assessment in NixOS

Automatic Boot Assessment generalises the A/B schema concept to NixOS generations; 
it leverages systemd-boot to do so.

Mechanism:

● Boot entries initially designated as "indeterminate" with a specific number of boot 
attempts.

● A counter is decremented with each attempt; if successful, an entry is labeled as 
"good."

● Entry marked as "bad" if designated boot attempts exhausted without success.



Automatic Boot 
Assessment Example



Integrity Checks for the Nix Store

When implementing Secure Boot and transitioning to Stage 2, limitations arise 
in verifying the operating system closure stored in the Nix store.



Design Considerations for Integrity Checks 

Tradeoffs in tools like dm-verity, fs-verity, IMA, and EVM for system integrity.

● dm-verity's read-only nature and simultaneous update poses challenges.
● fs-verity lacks file position verification, posing security risks.



Design Considerations for Integrity Checks 

Chosen Design:

○ Nix's own nix-store verify for system closure verification.
○ Relative simplicity without compromising security.
○ Easy build and deployment due to being a feature of Nix.



Enabling Integrity 
Check Options

Generate a signing key:

In a NixOS module, configure stage 2 verification.



Interpreters in NixOS - Vulnerabilities and Mitigation



Interpreters in NixOS - Vulnerabilities and Mitigation
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Any questions?

 



Feel free to reach out!

@DMills27
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